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Capella Bar & Cigar Lounge 

"Cigar Connoisseur's Paradise"

The Capella Bar & Cigar Lounge is situated within the Breidenbacher Hof.

It offers an ambiance that redefines ultra-stylish and avant-garde design.

Heavy wood-paneled ceilings with intricate carvings, dark walls with dim

lighting, leather flooring, animal print upholstery and a bar replete with

bottles of sparkling spirits create a magical and imposing aura. Boasting

of multiple awards for the best bar and cigar lounge, this place also offers

a separate room with heavy shelves and plush sofas, where patrons can

indulge in more than 120 varieties of Dominican and Cuban cigars. It is

well-known for its Single Malt Whiskey in diverse strengths, textures,

flavors and aromas, such as the Irish Bushmills and Japanese Suntory

Yamazaki. Its cocktails blend ingredients like Himalaya salt, celery vodka,

Arabic spices, agave syrup and ginger leading to unusual concoctions. On

certain nights, guests can enjoy live music spanning the genres of Pop,

Jazz, Soul and Funk.

 +49 211 1609 0909  www.capellahotels.com/dusseldorf/

de/dining/dusseldorf-bars-lounges/

 Königsallee 11, Breidenbacher Hof,

Dusseldorf

 by Lindsey Gira   

Bar Fifty Nine 

"The Cocktail Lounge of Choice"

Bar Fifty Nine, situated within the Intercontinental Düsseldorf, oozes

oomph and style with its pink, back-lit shelves replete with globe-spanning

spirits, a lavish ambience and a trendy crowd. It has earned critical

acclaim as not only one of the best bars in Düsseldorf, but also around the

world. Guests can select from more than 150 vodka varieties and 130

cocktail blends from diverse global regions, some of them being rare

concoctions. On Fridays and Saturdays, this bar converts itself into a

24-hour place, with a band performing remixed Soul music on a

saxophone and guitars on the third Saturday of every month. This bar

always welcomes the late-night reveler and offers a selection of burgers

and sandwiches even at 2p.

 +49 211 8 2850  www.duesseldorf.intercontinental.c

om/gastronomie/bar-fifty-nine-best-

bar-town

 Königsallee 59, InterContinental

Düsseldorf, Dusseldorf

 by Rob Ireton   

Günnewig Bar & Lounge M 168 

"Rooftop Bar With Stunning Views"

Located in the 168 meter (551 foot) high Rhine Tower, Günnewig Bar &

Lounge M 168 is a lounge that provides one with breathtaking views of

the Dusseldorf skyline along with panoramic views of the mighty Rhine.

The rooftop bar consists of floor-to-ceiling glass windows, accentuated by

the laid-back and modern ambiance of the bar. On offer are over 40

cocktails, along with a few bar snacks and other beverages.

 +49 211 863 2000  www.guennewig.de/drhei

ntu/m168.php

 bar-m168@guennewig.de  Stromstraße 20, Rhine

Tower, Dusseldorf
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Dox Bar - Hyatt Regency 

"Five Star Elegance"

Built on the former Monkey's Island, the five-star Hyatt Regency Hotel was

a rather immense building project to get off the ground. The inside of the

building exudes glamor, elegance and well-being, which can also be said

about the majority of guests. Club chairs set around small tables are

placed surrounding the edge of the richly decorated Dox Bar. For an

enviable view of the harbor, sit at the bar. In the summer enjoy the

waterside view up close at one of the tables on the terrace. Wine,

champagne and cocktails as well as coffee and hot chocolate with small

snacks are served here. Prices are moderate to high. -Adrienne Fullerton

 +49 211 9134 1234  dusseldorf.regency.hyatt.c

om/hyatt/hotels/entertain

ment/lounges/index.jsp#3

3402343

 dusseldorf.regency@hyatt.

com

 Speditionstrasse 19, Hyatt

Regency Hotel, Dusseldorf

 by Marler   

River Bar & Bistro 

"International Style Bar"

River Bar & Bistro is located within the Swissotel Dusseldorf/Neuss is a

good place for hotel guests, which mainly consist of business travelers to

unwind after a busy day. The modern and spacious interiors of the bar are

good for a business meeting over a round of cocktails, with a vast range of

drinks on their list. Even if you're not a business traveler, and are simply

looking for a place to have a good drink, this place is for you. Visit the

website for further details.

 +49 2131 7700  emailus@swissotel-duesseldorf.de  Rheinallee 1, Swissotel

Dusseldorf/Neuss, Dusseldorf
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